No one feels the pain of cyber-attacks like healthcare companies. These numbers show why the industry is in a world of hurt.

2,100 Major breaches
(Breaches involving 500+ records)
Source: HIPAA Journal

175 Million records
Stolen or exposed within the industry in recent years
Source: HIPAA Journal

Three phishing attacks alone
Exposed over 90,000 healthcare records in early 2018
Source: HIPAA Journal

$380 Per Record
What healthcare companies pay to replace stolen records vs. $141 cross-industry average
Source: IBM/Ponemon Institute

98% of Industry Susceptible
To phishing emails impersonating people within their healthcare or medical organizations
Source: Healthcare IT News

19 Minutes
How quickly Cofense helped to stop a sophisticated phishing attack on one healthcare customer
Source: Cofense

To learn about Cofense solutions for healthcare organizations visit: https://cofense.com/healthcare-solutions

Cofense™ formerly PhishMe® is the leading provider of human-driven phishing defense solutions worldwide. Our collective defense suite combines best-in-class incident response technology with timely, attack intelligence sourced from employees. Cofense enables thousands of global organizations to stop attacks in progress faster and stay ahead of breaches. Learn more at www.cofense.com.